
ELECTRONIC KEYS 
AND ACCESS CONTROL

Proximity keys - Readers - Remote controls

SECURITY BUILDERS



SECURITY BUILDERS

Over the years keys have always been the most common and usual tool for safe commands. Today, technology’ 

status provides with cutting-edge safety solutions, but at the same time convenient and simple. Keys avoid 

the use of codes that need to be memorized or written down, in order not to forget them; Moreover, they 

must be changed if disclosed and must be hidden during the composition, independently of the risk of being 

revealed by the traces on the keyboard. 

Electronic keys  avoid the need to put delays time on switch-on and switch-off of burglar alarm. 

By WolfSafety (electronic keys and remote controls), you are always safe and relaxed in the presence also of 

unknown people because you can switch-off the burglar alarm and at the same time open the home door 

by a simple operation

The 8ACCESS System

Control access system consisting of a set of smart electronic boards (8A Evo) with total decision-making 

autonomy and able to connect, via bus 485, to a single supervisor (8A MIND). It manages its resources and 

can interface with a PC via USB module or be networked with a LAN module. A powerful management 

software allows  to customize the system, manage the keys and download over 1000 memory events from 8 

MIND with multiple research filters. This allows you to easily create control access systems systems to manage 
from 1 to 8 mono-directional ports or up to 4 bi-directional ports, and provide complete solutions for the 

management of gates with events memory and remote controls.

FEATURES:
- easy to install and user friendly;

- expandable up to 8 gates with 255 users per gate;

- it is possible to block entries from an external clock;

- it uses WolfSafety keys and readers widespread in many installations;

- possibility to extend the system by Bus up to 1000 meters;

- Total autonomy of the 8A EVO peripheral device to manage 

  the opening controls thanks to a distributed intelligence.
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Electronic keys and access control 
Your home “keys”



Readers

PROXI
Built-in proximity reader with 

4 LED display suitable for all 

modern series of switches. It 

works with all the EVO decoder 

cards, the WolfSafety alarms 

and access control units.

WOLL
Wall-mounted proximity reader, suitable 

for outdoor installation, has 4 signaling 

LEDs and courtesy light. 

It is IP53 waterproof. It is characterized 

by double operability for each key that 

can work on the Woll internal relay con-

trol (for example to turn on a courtesy 

light or open a door) and/or perform 

operations safely through the EVO re-

mote decoding.

IN-4
4 LEDs inserter suitable for all 

modern series of switches. 

With the key equipped with 

a push button, it is easy and 

quick to select the area/

partial settings with rapid and 

successive pressures.

K and KP electronic keys

Multifunction plug-in keys, able to control multiple system configurations but also hidden anti-robbery alarm. 
Elegant keychain with strap,  high reliability closing movement, control selection button and response led. 

N.2 bright colors available: red and blue and green to identify the KP model which includes key-folded 
proximity function. Available insertion points with 4 display leds with versions for all modern wall mounted 

switches series.

KEY FOLDED
PROXIMITY
FUNCTION

PROXI and IN-4 series employ 

common adaptors to be 

suitable for all most common 

modern series of switchs. It 

allows to reduce warehouse 

stock management

EASY STOCK 
MANAGEMENT



Two models for all needs.

One output relay EVO for plant switch on controls or simply to open a door or gate. 

EVO TRE is the new solution with 3 relay outputs for as many functions. Optimized for quick functioning by 

supporting the functionality of the proximity keys, it is able to control up to 3 outputs, making them coexist. It 

is also possible to assign keys to each individual relay for customized controls. The report of the 3 input signals 

allows the device to send the information relating to the system directly to the reader also via a coded line 

on a single wire.   

Decoding boards

Proximity

ISY
It is the perfect, flexible and ergonomic design 

keychain, available  in 8 bright colors for individual 

personalization and easily recognizable.

It allows rapid, contactless commands throught 

also glass and protective sheaths up to more than 

2 centimeters.

PROX-CARD
“Master Key” proximity card. 

Because of its reduced dimensions it can be kept into 

the wallet and used without taking it out, also thanks to its 

reading performance in terms of distance.

TAG
Proximity Tag Medallion with key ring. 

Anonymous and robust it guarantees a good 

reading distance.

EVO

1 bi-stable or impulsive RELAY

127 proximities or K

Total

N.10 Max.

4-wire connection

Positive or negative

EVO TRE

Positive or negative

N.10 Max.

5-wire connection Max.

 FEATURES

 Outputs 

N° of self-learning keys

 Cancelling keys

 Proximity readers or plug-in readers
 Connection to the readers

 Led Control

3 bi-stable or impulsive or valid key RELAY

127 proximities or K

Total

CAN BE
CUSTOMIZED

A COLOR FOR EVERY
FAMILY MEMBER



ELP Snc is a certified company according to ISO 9001:2015 standards. 
Wolf Safety products are totally designed and manufactured in Italy 

with respect to the main European quality standards.

WAY Remote Control

B-directional remote control with status and response request directly on the remote control. 

Available in two versions: WAY TOUT and WAY BUS.

WAY TOUT
Bi-directional receiver for universal use with n.4 free contact 

outputs no (normally open) or nc (normally closed) that 

switch according to the information received from the remote 

control.

N.4 inputs to directly receive the information on the remote 

control from the burglar alarm or from other device according 

to the function chosen or simply for info request. This info can 

be viewed on a led for each button on the remote control.

WAY REMOTE CONTROL
6-key remote control with info-status request and answer on the led of each button.

WAY BUS
It is connected to the Genesy Central bus and it allows to 

setfunctions or home automation functions for each of the 

keys on the remote control. 

With n.6 keys you can control as many statuses or commands 

for Genesy home automation outputs, i.e. to open gates or 

roll-up shutters.

After the command or after the request of info a led will light 

up at the corresponding function button if activated. 

It is addressable with the possibility to set two distant receivers 

on the bus to cover large distances.

12V +/- 15%

868Mhz

75 x 120mm. thickness 30mm. with an overhanging at the top

with programmable delay

4 LEDs + courtesy light or signaling an event in progress

WAY TOUT AND WAY BUS FEATURES
 Operating voltage
 Operating frequency

 Dimensions

 Anti-robbery command

 Feed-back on the receiver 

6 buttons for as 

many controls.

Variable code 128-bit 

encryption  for secure. 

Long-lasting battery.
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Wolf Safety is a registered trademark of ELP s.n.c.

ELP Snc is a certified company according to ISO 9001:2015 standards. 
Wolf Safety products are totally designed and manufactured in Italy 

with respect to the main European quality standards.

21010 ARSAGO SEPRIO (VA) Via Tornago, 36 

Tel. 0331 767 355 - Fax 0331 290 281

www.wolfsafety.it - info@wolfsafety.it

SECURITY BUILDERS

WE ARE MADE IN ITALY AS WELL


